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Introducing the Socialist Party
The Socialist Party is like no other poli$cal
party in Britain. It is made up of people
who have joined together
because we want to get
rid of the proﬁt system
and establish real
socialism. Our aim is
to persuade others to
become socialist and
act for themselves,
organising
democra$cally and
without leaders, to
bring about the kind
of society that we are
advoca$ng in this journal.
We are solely concerned with
building a movement of socialists
for socialism. We are not a reformist
party with a programme of policies to
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patch up capitalism.
We use every possible opportunity
to make new socialists. We
publish pamphlets and
books, as well as CDs,
DVDs and various
other informa$ve
material. We
also give talks
and take part in
debates; a"end
rallies, mee$ngs
and demos;
run educa$onal
conferences; host
internet discussion
forums, make ﬁlms
presen$ng our ideas, and
contest elec$ons when prac$cal.
Socialist literature is available in Arabic,

Bengali, Dutch, Esperanto, French,
German, Italian, Polish, Spanish, Swedish
and Turkish as well as English.
The more of you who join the Socialist
Party the more we will be able to get our
ideas across, the more experiences we
will be able to draw on and greater will be
the new ideas for building the movement
which you will be able to bring us.
The Socialist Party is an organisa$on of
equals. There is no leader and there are
no followers. So, if you are going to join
we want you to be sure that you agree
fully with what we stand for and that we
are sa$sﬁed that you understand the case
for socialism.
All original material is available under the Crea$ve
Commons A"ribu$on-NoDerivs 2.0 UK: England & Wales
(CC BY-ND 2.0 UK) licence.
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Editorial
Was it worth it?
THE CENTENARY of the 1916 Easter
Rising is being marked by celebra!ons
in the Irish Republic and in ‘Na!onalist’
areas of the North of Ireland.
On Easter Monday 1916, which fell
on 26 April, about 1200 armed rebels
seized buildings in Dublin and, at the
General Post Oﬃce, a proclama!on of
independence for the 32 coun!es of
Ireland was read. Figh!ng con!nued un!l
the 29 April, when the rebels surrendered
to Bri!sh forces. Some leaders of the
uprising, including James Connolly and
Patrick Pearse, were executed by ﬁring
squad. That the uprising took place
during the First World War was no
coincidence, as the rebels reckoned that
Britain would be distracted by the war
and hoped to receive arms supplies from
Germany, which never materialised.
At the !me, the uprising had li$le
support among the Irish popula!on.
However, the retribu!on exacted by the
Bri!sh State garnered sympathy for the
rebels’ cause, and the introduc!on of
conscrip!on into Ireland (although it was
not enforced) was very unpopular with
Irish Catholics, who were less favourable

to the war eﬀort, although many enlisted
in the Bri!sh Army.
Thus support for Sinn Fein grew and, at
the 1918 General Elec!on, it eclipsed the
more moderate Irish Parliamentary Party
by winning almost all of the seats outside
of the six coun!es of the North East of
Ireland.
The Irish War of Independence
followed and ended with the AngloIrish Treaty of 1921 which par!!oned
Ireland into two states – an independent
Irish Free State in the south comprising
26 coun!es, and the six coun!es
within Ulster remaining part of the UK.
Republicans, who opposed the Treaty,
waged a civil war against the new
Irish Government, but were ul!mately
defeated.
The new 26 county state that emerged
did not live up to the aspira!ons of those
who fought in the Easter Rising. It was
not James Connolly’s Socialist Republic,
nor Patrick Pearse’s bilingual state. It
was a capitalist state, where employers
were free to make proﬁts out of the
working class. Workers con!nued to
experience poverty and unemployment;

many were compelled to emigrate to the
former Imperial Power. They would s!ll
have to engage in struggles with their
employers. Catholic workers in the North
of Ireland had to suﬀer discrimina!on
in employment and housing under the
Stormont regime.
In this centenary year, the Irish republic
held a General Elec!on on 26 February,
in which Sinn Fein stood candidates
on a reformist pla&orm of opposing
austerity measures. Sinn Fein are already
par!cipa!ng in the government of
Northern Ireland.
It is ironic that Ireland will be
celebra!ng a historic bid for freedom
from one power, not long a'er it had to
succumb to another one. As the price of
a bailout that the government needed in
the a'ermath of the 2008 ﬁnancial crisis,
the Troika – the European Central Bank,
the European Commission and the IMF –
insisted on a tough austerity programme
which included having the country’s
ﬁnancial aﬀairs eﬀec!vely taken over by
their representa!ves. Most Irish people
may be free of Bri!sh rule, but, sadly,
they have not escaped the rule of capital.
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(Pr x Media) = Funding2
1
LAST MONTH the world woke up to the
strange headline that a) gravita!onal
waves had almost certainly probably been
detected and that therefore… b) wait for
it… c) Einstein was a bit clever and… d) his
theory of rela!vity was almost certainly
probably right.
Of course the scien!sts were ecsta!c.
They had been trying to ﬁnd these waves
for years, and now that they had, they
also poten!ally had a new way of looking
at the universe. Maybe.
So, good job and pats on the back all
round, but front-page splash material,
really? It was like the Higgs all over again,
with journalists and readers alike gamely
talking it all up while trying not to look too
baﬄed.
On the face of it, not much had really
changed. Einstein’s theory of rela!vity had
already been corroborated as far back as
1919, and every scrap of observa!onal
data since had only served to conﬁrm
it, making it one of the most successful
theories in the history of science.
In a sense, this was the least desirable
outcome, from the point of view of new
physics. And new physics is sorely needed,
because at the moment the Standard
model doesn’t make sense. Rela!vity
and quantum mechanics are like the
unstoppable force and the immovable
object, and the Standard model has them
worryingly in collision. The new discovery
does nothing to change that.
S!ll, it is pre$y clever to be able to
detect a movement just a thousandth
of the width of a proton (though some
newspapers mistakenly printed ‘atom’
instead, which is like confusing a football
with a football stadium). And, to add
spice, it was one of those cases of
serendipitous luck that make science a lot
more fun to read about.
But how interested are the public by all
this? It’s not as if rela!vity is a subject you
o%en hear discussed down the boozer,
although maybe it depends on the boozer.
And the booze (how can nothing be made
of something, how can you bend me,
how can you pack 30 suns into a space the
size of a city, how do they even know any
of this, why am I seeing two of you...?).

To many people, physics is just an
advanced form of trainspo&ng (they
might say the same about radical poli!cs).
Why should anyone care about it, when
surviving in capitalism is already a full!me job? Trouble is, people feel that
they ought to care because the media
is making a big song and dance about it
(unlike radical poli!cs). And likewise, the
media make a fuss because the scien!sts
are making a fuss.

Ar!st impression:
two black holes
converging

It comes down to a simple equa!on:
PR x Media = Funding. Gone are the
days when science was done by balding
boﬃns in po&ng sheds. Instead it’s ‘Big
Science’ using ‘Big Data’ collected by Big
Tools with Bloody Big Budgets. Detectors
like the LIGO gravity wave sensors are
hooked up in a patchwork process known
as interferometry, across con!nents and
some!mes across the world or even
across space. That’s not cheap. Then there
are large colliders like the LHC at CERN, or
the Interna!onal Space Sta!on (the most
expensive tool ever built by anybody) or
the ITER fusion reactor at Cadarache in
France. In these cases the budgets are
so big that only governments can aﬀord
them, and even then, only if they club
together. And governments, as everyone
knows, are peculiarly sensi!ve to the
prevailing climate of popularity, not only
among the vo!ng populace who think
they’re paying for all this but also, and
more importantly, among the capitalist
class who are actually foo!ng the bill.
So science, to get its funding, has
become something of a beauty contest,
which is why savvy scien!sts now engage
PR ﬁrms a%er, and some!mes before,
ge&ng their research peer-reviewed,
and why the pressure is on to announce
results even before there are any results

to announce. Physics, in par!cular that
ethereal branch known as cosmology,
scores surprisingly well in this beauty
contest, not because it’s in any way
relevant or accessible to most of us, but
because it’s full of famous and charisma!c
stars (no pun intended), it sports some
preposterously untestable ideas, and it’s
swathed in an aura of mys!cism that, in
the post-religion era, seems sa!sfyingly
profound. Gene!cists and chemists just
don’t have that kind of glamour. Though
they tend to produce far more useful
science, they are the unlovely infantry
grunts doing essen!ally icky and s!cky
things with test tubes. Physicists are the
dashing ﬂyboys, the Brylcreem theorists
who will make the human race race faster
and faster, and maybe loop the loop. It’s
s!ll based in fact, but quasi-fe!shised,
made to mean more than it seems, and to
seem more than it means - science goes to
Hollywood.
S!ll, and as a quid pro quo, new
Hollywood sci-ﬁ movies are increasingly
expected to be ‘scien!ﬁcally correct’.
Nobody ever expected Flash Gordon to
ﬂash a PhD, but the product of a more
scien!ﬁcally-engaged public is a more
scien!ﬁcally-cri!cal audience, so now ﬁlmmakers simply can’t get away with pu&ng
sound eﬀects into space ba$les because
everybody knows (yawn) that sound
doesn’t travel in space. Instead, and in a
development few would have predicted,
recent ﬁlms like Gravity, Interstellar or
The Mar an are promoted, despite the
varying silliness of their plots, precisely on
the grounds of their devo!on to the laws
of physics, and cri!cised precisely where
that devo!on falls short.
And why not indeed? If only ﬁlmmakers would apply the same rigorous
standards to their history ﬁlms, perhaps
today’s vo!ng public would be a bit
be$er informed about the world they live
in, how it got that way, and what they
should really be angry about. We’ve had
poli cally correct, and now we’ve got
scien ﬁcally correct. Maybe next cinemagoers should be demanding historically
correct. And who knows? Unlike the
detec!on of gravita!onal waves, that
could well be a development that rocks
everybody’s boat.
PJS

Northern arm of the LIGO interferometer at
Hanford, Washington
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Le"ers
Jimmy Hill
Dear Editors
The obituary on Jimmy Hill (February
Socialist Standard) failed to men!on his
role as consultant and mediator of a ‘rebel
tour’ to apartheid South Africa to play
football in 1982. There was also omission
of his defence of football manager Ron
Atkinson’s use of the word ‘nigger’
in an oﬀ-air 2004 television
transmission for football.
I am also very surprised
that we devoted so
much space to the
death of David Bowie.
JOEL THOMPSON

David Bowie
Dear Editors
I was surprised as a socialist to read the
rather eﬀusive ar!cle on David Bowie in
the February Socialist Standard, (‘David
Bowie: Ground-Breaking Ar!st’) when
many readers would, I believe, regard him
as the hyped-up product of that epitome
of brash capitalism; the pop music
industry.
Rather than being a genius as the ar!cle
tends to imply, I would venture to suggest
that a more realis!c reading of the
situa!on would be that his greatest talent
was in recognising his limited ability and
boos!ng his career by wearing outrageous
clothes, adop!ng weird personas and
making controversial statements to appeal
both to the young and those who see
profundity where none exists.
An example of the la#er was his claim
to be gay/bi-sexual at a !me when later
admi#ed that this claim was a lie and
not unconnected with the promo!on of
Ziggy Stardust, the
androgynous
character he was
then adop!ng
for his stage
shows.
It’s diﬃcult,
therefore, not
to reach the
conclusion that,
rather than being
concerned with the
plight of the LBGT community, his greater
concern, as with other similar statements
and stunts, was for self-publicity, his
image and greater record sales.
RICHARD LAYTON
Reply: This might be what some are
saying down at the pub but it’s surely
simplis!c and unfair to assume that
all pop ar!sts are mere talentless selfpublicists. Bowie at least wrote his own
music which the writer, a musician
himself, judged had merit. In view of the
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large number who liked him he must have
said something that echoed how they felt
under capitalism? – Editors

Myriam Namazie
Dear Editors
The ar!cle ‘From No Pla%orm to Safe
Spaces’ (February) concluded that
suppressing free expression at
universi!es ‘must be opposed and
exposed just as much as the
Leninist ‘no-pla%ormers’’. It is
probably worth then poin!ng
out to readers that the militant
atheist and ex-Muslim Maryam
Namazie works for the Central
Commi#ee of the WorkerCommunist Party of Iran (WPI) as
editor of its journal. While cri!cal of
the Soviet Union the WPI nevertheless
operates as a vanguard with a cadre and
‘rank-and-ﬁle’ reprin!ng works by Lenin.
Their ﬁgurehead Mansoor Hekmat wrote
‘If it is a ques!on of a real assessment of
Lenin, of the truth of his views and his
prac!ce from the viewpoint of Marxism,
of his contribu!on to the revolu!onary
thought and prac!ce of the working class,
and so on, of course I am a Leninist.
In my view Lenin was a genuine
Marxist with an essen!ally
correct understanding of
this outlook, and a worthy
leader of the socialist
movement of the world
working class’ (h#p://
wpiran.org/english/?p=299).
On ‘safe spaces’ policies,
deﬁni!ons might vary. While it
might be undesirable for applying
too broadly, a space free from prejudice,
discrimina!on or harassment voluntarily
agreed to by freely assembling workers
might be achieved (even inadvertently)
by the Socialist Party prac!ce of mee!ng
with chairpersons and having editors
publish the Socialist Standard.
JON D WHITE
Reply: We are not aware that, even
though it regards itself as a Leninist
vanguard, the Worker-Communist Party
of Iran advocates ‘no pla%orm’. Not all
Leninists do, to their credit. If it does then
Namazie would be a hypocrite, but even
if she were she should be free to express
that view. Even no-pla%ormers should be
allowed a pla%orm. That’s the point. –
Editors

point I think it would be useful to bring
out. The World Socialist Party of the U.S.
did not ‘originate’ from the Socialist Party
of Michigan, as stated in the review.
The Workers’ Socialist Party was the
direct result of collabora!on between
disaﬀected Detroit members of the SP of
A and SPGB ‘slackers’ Adolph Kohn and
Moses Baritz, on the run from the Bri!sh
war!me authori!es. These members,
drawing on Kohn’s input, resigned as a
body from the SP of A, which would not
allow the breakaways to use its registered
trademark as the Socialist Party of the
United States. So they dodged the issue
by adding the qualiﬁer ‘Workers’ to the
name.
The emergence of the Proletarian Party,
on the other hand, was the outcome of
moun!ng conﬂicts within the SP of A’s
Michigan aﬃliate: between the fac!on
grouped around John Keracher, who
promoted a radical policy of no reforms
of capitalism, and members who had
no trouble selling the na!onal oﬃce
on Keracher’s here!cal radicalism. The
na!onal organiza!on ﬁnally ‘expelled’
the Michigan troublemakers by excluding
them from its reorganized state aﬃliate.
The new Proletarian Party, under
Keracher’s leadership, held
views that were generally
regarded by the WSP as
nearly iden!cal to its
own – except for the PP’s
passionate endorsement of
the Bolshevik Revolu!on.
It is true there was a
longstanding rela!onship
between the Proletarian Party
and the Workers’ Socialist Party/
Socialist Educa!on Society. But it was a
deba!ng interest centered mainly around
the la#er’s infatua!on with ‘the Russian
bug,’ as WSP members referred to it. The
PP o+en derisively referred to the WSP as
‘revolu!onary tea drinkers.’
It is in any event somewhat misleading
to describe both organiza!ons
unqualiﬁedly as having a common origin
in the Socialist Party of Michigan.
RON ELBERT, Boston, USA

Paul Ma!ck
Dear Editors
Stefan’s review of Gary Roth’s book on
Paul Ma'ck (February Socialist Standard)
is interes!ng and thought-provoking.
There is, however, one otherwise minor
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Jesus v Islam: Let’s call it a Draw
THERE’S NO clear winner amongst the
various religions to have their absurdi!es
recorded in the Standard this month.
Despite the usual s!ﬀ compe!!on from
Islam, the followers of Jesus have again
fought back to prove that Allah does not
have the monopoly on stupidity. And as
it’s been such a close thing, this month
we’re including some of the most moronic
examples from both over the last few
weeks.
We start with a couple of examples of
devo!on to Allah by his young followers. One
aged 20 in the city of Raqqa in Syria, and one
by a 15 year-old in Pakistan.
In January one of Allah’s 20 year-old,
bumﬂuﬀ-bearded Isis ﬁghters in Syria, who,
a$er being warned by his mother that Isis
would probably be wiped out and being
encouraged to leave, came to the conclusion
that this amounted to the crime against Allah
of apostasy, and publicly executed her with
a riﬂe.
And in Pakistan, during an event praising
Muhammed with songs and poetry, the
mullah challenged anyone who did not love
the prophet to raise their hand. One ﬁ$een
year-old boy, mishearing the ques!on raised
his hand and was denounced by the cleric as
a ‘blasphemer who was liable to be killed’.
The boy rushed home in tears, hacked
oﬀ his hand and returned to the mosque

Swizz banking?
SWISS BANKING reformers have
obtained the 100,000 signatures needed
to ini!ate a referendum to restrict bank
lending or, as they put it, to stop banks
beneﬁ!ng from being able to create
electronic money out of nothing.
Explaining the apparent logic behind
the proposal in the Financial Times (5/6
December), Mar!n Sandhu wrote:
‘The bank decides whether it wants to
make you a loan. If it does, then it simply
adds the loan to its balance sheet as an
asset and increases the balance in your
deposit account by the same amount (that’s
a liability for them). Voilà; new electronic
money has been created.’
This is indeed what happens from an
accoun!ng point of view. Double-entry
book-keeping requires every new asset or
liability to be balanced by a corresponding
liability or asset. In this case, in making
the loan, the bank acquires a liability. This
has to be balanced, in the accounts, by
a corresponding asset, recorded as an
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and presented it to the mullah to show
his remorse. The mullah was arrested, but
released a$er pressure from other clerics.
The boy’s father said he was proud of his
son’s ac!ons. Devo!on to Allah, it seems,
knows no bounds.
Back here
in the UK the
‘worship leader’
of the New Chapel
Unitarian mee!ng
place in Denton,
Manchester was
preparing to
carry out their
ﬁrst transgender
bap!sm. (Yes, we’ve
come across this
before in the HaloHalo column, see
July 2015 issue). But
this !me it concerns
a 10 year-old child.
Yes, bap!sms are
regularly carried out
on small children,
we know, but a transgender bap!sm being
inﬂicted on a 10 year old?
If consen!ng adults choose to do this
in the privacy of their own home, then
that’s no-one’s business but their own. But
exposing a ten year old to the sexual hangups of an imaginary old man with a beard
who lives in the sky surely amounts to child
abuse.
And in Peckham, home turf of Del boy
and Rodney, a ‘Fake Archbishop’ has been
ﬂogging budget supermarket olive oil as

miracle cure for cancer, said an ar!cle in
the Sun (25 Jan 2016). Gilbert Deya, or ‘The
Bishop of Peckham’, as his ﬂock know him,
apparently charges £5 for the Aldi £1.99 olive
oil.
This wonder
oil not only
cures cancer, it
seems, but also
the HIV virus,
broken arms and
legs, and makes
debts disappear.
Oh, and The
Archbishop
of Peckham is
apparently also
wanted in Kenya
on baby stealing
charges.
The Sun seems
to have missed
the bigger story
here though. If a
‘fake’ Archbishop
can dress up in
robes and a silly hat and convince his punters
that his cheapo olive oil has miraculous
powers, consider the superior magical skills
of the ‘genuine’ bishops, vicars and priests
who, up and down the country, week a$er
week splash ‘holy water’ about, turn wine
and wafers into the blood and body of Christ,
and feed it to their ﬂocks. Now that, as
Paul Daniels would say, is magic. This ‘fake’
Archbishop is clearly a bumbling amateur.
NW

IOU from the borrower. That a new asset
has been created out of nothing is only
an illusion arising from an accoun!ng
conven!on.
Outside the accounts department all
that has happened is that the bank has
commi#ed itself to making a loan to a
customer. It ought to be obvious that, to be
able to meet the obliga!on (liability) to pay
this, the bank will have to be able to fund
it, but currency cranks (and, surprisingly,
some ﬁnancial journalists) overlook this and
believe that banks really can ‘simply’ create
out of thin air what they lend. Sandhu even
used the word ‘scam’.
This is not to say that loans have to be
funded en!rely from what people have
deposited with the bank (a view some!mes
a#ributed to cri!cs of the thin air school of
banking) since other sources of funding are
available, from the money market (i.e. other
ﬁnancial ins!tu!ons) or the central bank,
some of which can even be done a$er a
loan has been made.
The Swiss banking reformers subscribe to
the mistaken, monetarist view that an overexpansion of bank lending causes (rather
than merely reﬂects) booms and busts and
they want to control and restrict it to try to
prevent this. It won’t work but that’s the

theory.
The proposal is that banks should not be
able to re-lend money deposited in current
accounts. When it receives such a deposit
the bank will be required to re-deposit it
with the state’s central bank in return for
what Sandhu calls ‘State e-money’. All banks
would be able to do with this is transfer it
between current accounts.
This would certainly restrict bank lending
but it wouldn’t (and is not intended to)
stop it altogether. As the Swiss banking
reformers explain (!nyurl.com/hnemzep),
a$er the enactment of their reform:
‘The banks can only work with money
they have from savers, other banks or
(if necessary) funds the central bank has
lent them, or else money that they own
themselves.’
But this is already, now, the case! Money
deposited in a current account is just
as much a loan to the bank as is money
deposited in a savings account. Banks can,
and do, re-lend most of it too, except that,
unlike with a savings account, it keeps all
the interest.
But if money re-lent from a current
account is money created from thin air, why
is money re-lent from a savings account
not? Don’t ask us. Ask the currency cranks.
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Na"onal
Wealth
Service?
HUTTON IS a name which in its •me has
dis•nguished some famous personali•es.
There was that batsman at The Oval who
amassed an innings which was then a
record for a Test Match against Australia.
Then there was the American heiress, a
member of the Woolworth family, who
revelled in drugs and alcohol while she
amassed a total of seven husbands. And
who had just $3,500 in 1979 when she
died. Then what about John Ma•hew
Patrick Hu•on who was the Labour MP
for Barrow and Furness in Cumbria, once
noted for its shipyards. In July 2010 he
reached the heights of Baron Hu•on of
Furness. But not before he had told a TV
poli•cal correspondent, in conﬁdence,
that if Gordon Brown, the Chancellor of
his party, ever got to be Prime Minister it
would be ‘a fucking disaster’.

Milburn
A long term close friend and one-•me
ﬂatmate of Hu•on, who con•nued to
share ideas including his contemptuous
(although less abrasively worded) opinion
of Gordon Brown, was Alan Milburn, the
MP for Darlington which was once busy
un•l it was reduced to an ominously •tled
‘area of re-genera•on’. Near to Darlington
was Sedgeﬁeld where the MP was Tony
Blair but this was unlikely to have been
the sole cause of Milburn being an ardent
Blairite. His Parliamentary career did not
begin un•l April 1992 and was typical in
the sense that he moved between a succession of ministries, perhaps impa•ent
that he did not work his way further up
the Greasy Pole. But it was crucial that
in June 2003, on the very day of Prime
Minister Blair imposing a ministerial
reshuﬄe, Milburn resigned as Secretary
of State for Health on the grounds that it
got in the way of him keeping to his family
commitments at his home in the North
East. Except that being a devoted family
man did not prevent him taking a number
of posts as advisor or consultant to some
large companies – for example Bridgepoint
Capital, which includes Alliance Medical
who were compe•ng for contracts, o#en
dealing in the Health Service.
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Trotskyism
In any case Milburn was back in the
government in 2004 as Chancellor of the
Duchy of Lancaster, a •tle fancy enough
to swaddle the fact that his objec•ve was
to design a super campaign for Labour
in the coming elec•on. He did not make
the start in this task which was expected
of him, which brings us back to Gordon
Brown who took over the job with its
opportunity to launch at Blair a heated,
copulatory protest – in
Hu on
this case concerning a
recent ar•cle in the
Sunday Times by
Milburn: ‘You put
fucking Milburn
up to it… this
is Trotskyism!
It’s fucking
Trotskyism!’
Which was
inaccurate as
well as abusive
to the memory
of that cruelly
discarded Bolshevik.
A#er Labour’s next
defeat, in the 2010 elec•on,
Milburn resigned from Parliament and
took on, among other responsibili•es,
the job of advising the Conserva•ve/
LibDem coali•on government on
something oﬃcially called ‘social mobility’
– a phrase open to pre•y well whatever
interpreta•on its user desired (Milburn
preferred ‘ …to pursue challenges other
than poli•cs’).

Bookshop
To put all of this situa•on into perspec•ve we have to
begin with the
fact that Milburn
was born to a
single mother in
a small village in
County Durham
and grew up in
Newcastle on Tyne
where he went to
school. Not a lot in that
of promise about social mobility. At Lancaster University he was not
among the most promising of students
and when he le# there he had become
restless enough to cul•vate the uniform
hirsute style of protest, joining CND and
– most memorably – earning £20 a week
managing a small bookshop in Newcastle.
It had a name designed to tempt anyone
needing an accessible source of cannabis
to also see if there was anything readable
Milburn

on the bookshelves. It was a#er taking
various roles in the local Labour Party and
trade unions that he was elected MP and
it was appropriate for the New Statesman
to warn that he was widely seen as ‘the
epitome of Blairite centrism and modera•on’. During his •me as Secretary of State
at the Department of Health he devoted
himself to safeguarding what was being
dubbed the ‘modernisa•on’ of the NHS,
which entailed the development of private
investment opportuni•es in health and
brought about the closure of hospitals and
other services, whether there was need
for them or not, and pressure on the employment condi•ons of doctors and other
workers in the Service.

Proﬁts
And how has Milburn fared, among the
most ambi•ous of the designers of these
changes? There had been a •me in 1988
when, in tune with his most assiduously
promoted self-image, he was a leading
light in a campaign to defend the jobs of
the workers in the shipyards at Sunderland. And in 1990 when he was a Regional
President of his trade union by the name
Manufacturing Science and Finance. So
he has fared well. Kept busy. Bridgepoint
Capital is one of his mul•tude of interests
now; it pays him £30,000 a year for his
advice on their bidding for NHS work. Six
months a#er he joined them a subsidiary
won an NHS contract worth £16 million.
With his second wife, who is a barrister,
he set up a company under the name
of AM Strategy, opera•ng in media and
consultancy contracts in rela•on to the
NHS; in the year-end to March 2013 AM
showed accoun•ng proﬁts of £1,357,131.
And in May 2013 Milburn declared himself
‘delighted’ to be appointed as Chair of the
Health Industry Oversight Board at PricewaterhouseCoopers – a company which
he praised for its ‘strong opportuni•es’ for
growth. He may well have had a similar
response to the news that his old friend
and fellow Labour front bencher Hu•on
had been appointed to the board of Circle
Holdings, which also ﬂourishes through its
contracts with the NHS. The adjustments
and confusion oﬀered by Milburn and Hutton have been essen•al in their a•empts
to crisis manage the chaos of capitalism. In
the process they have been compelled to
change, adjust or abandon what they once
presented as enduringly basic principles.
This en•re episode has emphasised our
role to carry through the authen•c social
progress so urgent to the world.
IVAN
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Dogs of War
‘My AK rig goes boom...’

THE USE of mercenaries in warfare has
a very long history but these days an
insa•able need for security has fuelled
the growth of today’s private security
industry. Technology allows private armies
to punch above their weight. And military
hardware and technology is ever cheaper,
ever more available. Business is booming
for a growing army of private military
contractors. A common a•rac•on about
hiring mercenaries is that they can get
away with things that you can’t get away
with if you’re a na•onal government. The
American corpora•on Blackwater gained
notoriety in 2007 a•er its hired guns killed
17 Iraqi civilians and seriously wounded 20
in Baghdad. The incident became known
as the Nisour Square massacre.
A War on Want report Mercenaries
Released, published in February on their
website, reveals that private military and
security companies (PMSCs) cons•tute
a ‘vast private industry, now worth
hundreds of billions of dollars, [which]
is dominated by UK companies reaping
enormous proﬁts from exploi•ng war,
instability and conﬂict around the world.’
Rather than regula•ng these ‘dogs of war’
the UK permit the mercenaries to police
themselves with voluntary codes like the
2010 Interna•onal Code of Conduct for
Private Security Service Providers. Many
countries, including the United States and
the United Kingdom, are not signatories

Swiss Guards - poodles of war maybe?
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to the 1989 United Na•ons
Mercenary Conven•on banning
ﬁgh•ng
the use of mercenaries.
le•
ist
guerrillas
and drug
Fourteen companies,
traﬃckers in
their home country
like ﬂies around shit,
make them a•rac•ve recruits for the
have head oﬃces in
UAE and they are highly prized for their
Hereford, where the SAS
training in ﬁgh•ng guerrillas according to
is based. War on Want
a source cited by the press agency AFP in
es•mates around 46 companies compete
Bogota, adding ‘They want to make war
for recruits from the special forces. Most
an industry using Colombians as cannon
mercenary companies boast of their
fodder.’
links to elite infantry units like the Royal
An Australian, Mike Hindmarsh, a
Marines. The report notes that ‘at the
former
senior Australian army oﬃcer, is
heart of the industry
the commander of the UAE’s
is a revolving door
Presiden•al Guard, an elite
between PMSCs,
unit and the only Arab force
military, intelligence
to undertake full military
and corporate worlds,
opera•ons in Afghanistan,
with the interests of
where they fought alongside
these sectors closely
American troops. The
intertwined.’
Presiden•al Guard has been
Security giant G4S
lauded for playing a key role
is the second-largest
to re-install the exiled Yemeni
private employer on
government of President
Earth with more than
Hadi. Nor is Hindmarsh alone.
625,000 employees.
It is not known how many
While some of its
Australians work for the UAE
business is focused on
military but among those, a
rou•ne bank, prison
former Australian soldier and
and airport security,
intelligence corps oﬃcer since
G4S also plays an
A documentary on mercenaries
February 2014 has been an
important role in
directed by Nick Bicanic and
adviser to the Presiden•al
crisis-zones right
Jason Bourque (Purpose Films,
Guard, a former special
around the world. In Canada, 2006).
opera•ons commander in the
2008, G4S swallowed
Australian army has been a
up Armorgroup, whose 9,000-strong army
specialist
adviser
to the Presiden•al Guard
of guards has protected about one third of
since January 2013 and an evaluator for
all non-military supply convoys in Iraq.
the Guard was previously a warrant oﬃcer
The Gulf petro-states are hiring poor
people from around the world to take part in both the Australian and Bri•sh armies.
Yet another former senior commander in
in the hos•li•es in the Yemen civil war
the Australian army is now in his ﬁ•h year
paid for by the wealthy Gulf States. The
as a senior adviser to the Guards.
United Arab Emirates has hired hundreds
In 2015 the Swiss government banned
of Colombian mercenaries to ﬁght for it
private military ﬁrms opera•ng from
in Yemen, paying handsomely to recruit
inside its borders from taking part in
a private army of ba•le-hardened South
foreign conﬂicts, however, the most
American soldiers. The Colombians had
famous of mercenary armies, the Pon•ﬀ ’s
entered the UAE posing as construc•on
Swiss Guards, escape the prohibi•on that
workers. In fact, they were soldiers for
forbids recruitment of Swiss na•onals
a secret American-led mercenary army
for foreign armies. A similar proposal by
being built by Erik Prince, the billionaire
War on Want to ban the organisa•on of
founder of Blackwater (re-named Xe and
mercenaries in the UK, and end what they
now Academi) and now in charge of his
call ‘the priva•sa•on of war’, we fully
new company Reﬂex Responses, with a
expect, will die a death.
$529 million contract from the sheikdom
ALJO
according to the New York Times (15
May 2011). The Colombians’ experience
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Did James Connolly
betray socialism?

F

or many on the Left, James Connolly is their archetypal
class warrior but his participation in the ‘Easter Rising’
was a futile heroism, utterly mistaken in tactics and
objectives. What happened after showed the fallacy that
priority should be given to achieving national independence
•irst and then only afterwards turning attention towards
establishing socialism.
History has con•irmed that, when that happens, socialism
is subsequently forgotten. We only need to look back at the
fate of the Irish workers movement. A large section of it was
destroyed and into the vacuum stepped opportunists ready
to lavish praise upon Connolly in order to contain the class
struggle. It was made all the more easy because Connolly had
not fought in 1916 for workers’ demands on the question
of hours of work, of wages, of factory conditions, and of the
ownership of the land and industry but for a purely nationalist
proclamation. The Irish Citizens Army, formed to defend
workers from the police at the service of the Nationalist
employer Murphy during the Dublin lock-out of 1913, ended
up fading from history by dissolving itself into the ranks of the
pro-employer Dublin brigade of the IRA.

10

No working class unity
Despite the sacri•ice of lives, the Irish working
class did not emerge any the stronger from
the Easter Rising. Irish nationalism has always
been hostile to the workers’ cause. There have
been 29 general elections to the Dáil, Ireland’s
parliament, since independence and Ireland’s
Labour Party have won precisely none. When
workers’ interests go up against nationalism
in a country where politics is all about the
nation, then Labour stands little chance.
In the aftermath of the First World War,
Ireland saw the Limerick ‘soviet’ in the south
and, in the north, the Belfast strike for a 40hour week where, to the dismay of the Orange
Lodge, ‘Bolsheviks and Sinn Feiners’ were
leading astray many ‘good loyalist protestants’
and where the composition of the strike
committee was a majority of Protestants, but
the chairman was a Catholic. Sectarianism
was being challenged. Working class militancy
had arrived at Shankill Road and Sandy
Row. The National Union of Railwaymen in a
resolution at a conference in Belfast stated:
‘Without complete unity amongst the
working classes, (we should not allow either
religious or political differences to prevent
their emancipation) which can be achieved
through a great international brotherhood the
world over, no satisfactory progress could be
made.’
However, the vision of a united movement
of Catholic and Protestant workers, North and
South, did not become a reality and, instead
of trade unionists trying to promote working
class unity and solidarity, Irish workers got
nationalists declaring the nation must come •irst; pressing
their own interests the workers were said to be endangering
the unity of the republican forces. The workers movement and
working-class unity were the real victims of the 1916 Dublin
Rising which sancti•ied subordinating their class interests to
the nationalist interests of their capitalist employers.
Not socialist
The Rising was not socialist by any stretch of the imagination
and the legacy of Connolly’s involvement has been to associate
‘socialism’ with Irish nationalism, and that has been most
damaging to the cause of ‘socialism’. He did a disservice
by allying a sizeable section of the workers movement to a
nationalist insurrectionary project. Sean O’Casey described
the Irish Volunteers, which had been set up by the Irish Home
Rulers as ‘streaked with employers who had openly tried
to starve the women and children of the workers, followed
meekly by scabs and blacklegs from the lower elements
among the workers themselves, and many of them saw in this
agitation a plumrose path to good jobs, now held in Ireland by
the younger sons of the English well-to-do.’
Socialist Standard March 2016

The Citizen Army’s •irst recruitment handbill contained a
list of reasons not to join the Irish Volunteers (‘controlled by
forces opposed to labour, of•icials having locked out union
men ...’) As late as January 1916 Connolly had stated: ‘The
labour movement is like no other movement. Its strength lies
in being like no other movement. It is never so strong as when
it stands alone.’
In 1897 Connolly had written, ‘No revolutionist can safely
invite the cooperation of men or classes whose ideals are
not theirs and whom, therefore, they may be compelled to
•ight at some future critical stage of the journey to freedom,’
(which is perhaps why he is said to have later suggested
‘In the event of victory hold on to your ri•les, as those with
whom we are •ighting may stop before our goal is reached.’)
And when, at the turn of the century, the French Social
Democrat leader, Millerand, accepted a position in the French
cabinet, Connolly denounced this betrayal, on the basis that a
workers’ party should ‘accept no government position which
it cannot conquer through its own strength at the ballot box’.
He denounced Millerand’s stand by saying that ‘what good
Millerand may have done is claimed for the credit of the
bourgeois republican government: what evil the cabinet has
done re•lects back on the reputation of the socialist parties.
Heads they win, tails we lose.’ Connolly would ignore his own
earlier advice.
Sean O’Casey concluded that in 1916 ‘Jim Connolly had
stepped from the narrow byway of Irish Socialism onto the
broad and crowded highway of Irish Nationalism’ and in his

false one, later proven in Germany in 1921 and 1923. Only
when the conditions for struggle actually exist, only when
the majority of people are prepared to do battle and make
enormous sacri•ices, can a revolution be achieved. Many of
those who advocate the false tactics of the barricades and
street-•ighting today draw, in part, their inspiration from the
Easter Rising. If they removed their blindfolds they would
discover that the actual experience of the rising proved
the futility of such action. The conditions for a successful

revolution expressly did not exist in
1916. They did not exist in Ireland and
they did not exist in Europe. In Ireland,
the Irish Republican Brotherhood and
the Citizen Army were only a relative
handful in number. The revolutionaries
hoped that the country would follow
them – but nothing happened. Despite
his knowledge of Marxism, Connolly forgot that it will take the
working class to change society, not a handful of individuals
to do it for them. The fact also remains that Connolly, although
credited as a socialist scholar, failed to appreciate Engels’s
counsel in 1895 that the time for street-•ighting, barricades,
conspiracies and insurrections had passed and that it was now
time to recognise as the most immediate task of the workers’
party the slow work of propaganda and electoral activity.
Connolly made the glaring error of believing that the British
state was incapable of using heavy artillery and so destroying
its own property. In fact, the British readily bombarded
buildings.
Connolly’s stature is due to his death and martyrdom but
what did his blood sacri•ice produce? We can speculate on
Connolly’s role if he had survived and perhaps offer the
example of Countess Markiewicz, who became Minister of
Labour in the •irst republican government and died a •irm
supporter of De Valera.
James Connolly tried to stand with a foot in both the
socialist and nationalist camps simultaneously. Like the left
nationalists of today, he hoped that the bulk of nationalist
supporters would learn in the course of the independence
struggle to throw in their lot with the socialist movement.
Unfortunately, that was not to be, as the siren call of the
national patriot proved stronger than the appeal to class
solidarity. The Socialist Party rejects nationalism as antiworking class because it has always tied the working people to
its class enemy and divided it amongst itself.
ALJO
Le : the Irish Ci"zens
Army group. Their
banner proclaims, ‘We
serve neither King nor
Kaiser, but Ireland!’
Above: a memorial to
James Connolly.

History of the Irish Citizens Army wrote ‘Liberty Hall was no
longer the Headquarters of the Irish Labour movement, but
the centre of Irish national disaffection’. Like most ‘socialist
leaders’, Connolly surrendered to patriotism in 1914 but in
his case it was Irish patriotism. He signed the Proclamation
of the Irish Republic, a document with little socialist content,
presenting no recognition of the existence of con•licting
classes, and steeped in deep religious piety, beginning as it
did, ‘Irishmen and Irishwomen: in the name of God and of the
dead generations from which she receives her old tradition
of nationhood, Ireland, through us, summons her children to
her •lag and strikes for her freedom’ and ending ‘We place the
cause of the Irish Republic under the protection of the Most
High God’

Wrong tactic
After one week of •ighting the 1916 Dublin Uprising was
bloodily suppressed. Lacking any real basis of support, the
insurgents did not have much chance of victory. The idea
that people can be incited into action by heroic example is a
Socialist Standard March 2016
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Dublin, Easter 1916: What We Said At The Time

A

grave armed revolt in Dublin against English rule is
raging at the time of writing. It is a revolt doomed
from the outset, both because of the futility of its
narrow nationalist aims, and the utter hopelessness of such
a revolt against the mighty organised force of the political
State. It is, apart from the fact that Socialism alone is worth
•ighting for, yet another illustration (if such were needed)
that the organised Socialist conquest of the political power of
the State is the only way, and that mere mob violence plays
into the hands of the oppressor and strengthens the gyves
that fetter us. Such a revolt, however, is the natural result of
centuries of alien oppression, which has forced the ideas of
Irishmen into nationalist channels and blinded them to its
futility. And it is at the same time a •itting commentary on
the pervid declarations of the British champions of “honour”
and “righteousness” that “they” are •ighting, above all, for the
“rights of small nationalities”.
(Editorial, May 1916)

T

he capitalist class – national and international – being
in possession of the wealth stolen from the workers,
compete with each other for the control of the world’s
markets. This capitalist class, split into warring factions,
are continually embroiled in trouble over the disposal of
the wealth on the markets, but they present a solid front
to the workers whenever the latter get out of hand in the
endeavour to better their conditions of life. We have just
witnessed in Ireland an example, where, as a result of an
incorrect conception of their position in society, thousands
of working men and women •locked into the Sinn Fein
movement, only to be butchered by their oppressors in
control of the armed forces of the State.
It is true that the Irish workers have a fearful struggle to
live, like the rest of their class the world over. But an antisocial movement like theirs, with “Ireland for Irishmen”
for its slogan, was doomed to failure from the start. We, the
working men and women who form the Socialist Party of
Great Britain, sympathise with our fellow workers in Ireland
in their struggle against the hideously squalid conditions
that prevail among them, but must record our hostility to any
movement that is not based upon the class struggle.
(The Prize-Fighter’s Evidence, July 1916)

W

e have heard much in
times past on the subject
of German atrocities, but
the revelations vouchsafed to us in
connection with the Dublin revolution
leaves
the question, a
very debatable
one

as to whether the ruling class here are any better than
elsewhere. The shooting of Sheehy Skef•ington and two other
journalists affords an illustration of the point. The details
are rather signi•icant, particularly the second shooting of
Skef•ington, when it is borne in mind that the of•icer who
gave the order is declared insane. The reports of the courtmartial to be found in the columns of the “Daily Chronicle”
for June 7th and 8th are highly interesting.
(By the Way, July 1916)

T

he latest blunder of the Irish working class is in the
support given to the Sinn Fein movement, which seeks
to establish a republic, with the examples of France
and the United States before them proving conclusively the
futility of such an experiment to abate their ever-growing
poverty. The form of government makes no difference to
the workers. Government implies subjects and under the
capitalist system of society the actual government machinery,
Parliament, councils and judiciary, etc., are representative
of the capitalist class – the necessary machinery for ruling a
subject class composed of wage-slaves. (….)
It is a false notion of the Sinn Feiners and Nationalists that
the Irish workers must struggle for national independence
before they can tackle the problem of poverty. But
the working class everywhere is under one capitalist
government or another. To split territories, set up new
governments, or to re-establish old ones will not help them
nor even simplify the problem. Their only hope lies in the
speedy establishment of Socialism. They must join hands
with the workers of the world, and make common cause
against the ruling class. They must make ready use of the
last war – the war of the classes, in which classes will be
abolished and a real equality established on the basis of
“common ownership and democratic control of all the means
of life.”
(The Irish Question in History, August 1916. Full article
here: tinyurl.com/h37y9rl)

T

he dif•iculties already existing in Ireland, coupled with
the feelings engendered by the ruthless use of the
military both during and since the futile “rebellion”
would seem to make the game [of imposing conscription on
Ireland] scarcely worth the candle (…)
Not until the working class in Ireland clearly grip the
essential fact that they are slaves to the master class no
matter what nationality these latter may be; fully realise that
such slavery is con•ined within no national boundary but
is world wide; throw off the mental shackles of either
“nationalism” or “religion,” and join hands with their
fellow workers the world over to abolish
capitalism – the cause of modern wars
– not until then will they be free from
oppression and tyranny and be able to
enjoy the results of their efforts applied to
Nature’s resources.
(Conscription Continued, November
1916)

The Metropole Hotel a!er bombardment in 1916
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Ireland
under
capitalism
T

he CIA World Fact Book is a useful resource for looking
at how our masters view the world. Ireland, it says, ‘is a
small, modern, trade-dependent economy’. It notes that
between 1995 and 2007 the Irish economy grew at an average
of 6 percent a year, which, compared to the trend rate for the
UK of about 2.5 percent is very healthy indeed. It took Ireland
from being one of the poorest countries in Europe to one of
the wealthiest.
This was part of what was known as ‘the Celtic Tiger’,
a moniker that linked the growth there to that being
achieved by the Asian Tiger economies, such as Malaysia.
The link was more than just symbolic, there were structural
similarities. The growth was achieved through state-driven
social partnership, low corporate taxes and inviting foreign
investment (chie ly American, taking advantage of the shared
language and the membership of the European single market
to turn Ireland into a corporate base for American irms
in Europe). Also, the European Union has transferred vast
amounts of money in structural fund payments to develop
Ireland’s economy.
Further, as an article in the Spring 2004 Quarterly Bulletin of
the Central Bank of Ireland noted ‘While the level of Irish GDP
per worker [was] second only to Luxembourg in the European
Union, GNP per worker is roughly equal to the EU average.
However, this means that productivity levels, measured
as GNP per hour worked, are still somewhat below the EU
average because of the higher average hours worked per
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employee in Ireland.’
All of this re lects the
relatively low level of
development in Ireland
previously, and that it was
part of a worldwide spread of
industrialised production. This
meant Ireland could not escape
the worldwide trends, and while
GDP growth was over 9 percent
up to 2000, after that it fell to
5.9 percent up to 2007.
When the Great Crash came in
2008, Ireland was particularly
vulnerable due to internal
factors (such as the very large
housing and mortgage debt
market) and also exposure to
foreign markets. Further, due
to the over-expansion of the
property sector, Ireland like
countries such as Spain ended
up with a property bubble, and
ghost estates full of habitable
houses that no-one could buy.
As the CIA Factbook notes:
‘economic activity dropped sharply during the world inancial
crisis and the subsequent collapse of its domestic property
market and construction industry. Faced with sharply reduced
revenues and a burgeoning budget de icit from efforts to
stabilize its fragile banking sector, the Irish Government
introduced the irst in a series of draconian budgets in 2009.
These measures were not suf icient to stabilize Ireland’s
public inances. In 2010, the budget de icit reached 32.4 per
cent of GDP - the world’s largest de icit.’
Ireland since has successfully imposed harsh austerity
measures, as part of an international bail-out, to eliminate
that de icit, and it has largely succeeded, and has managed
to successfully balance its budget, but at considerable price.
It has not yet returned to the productivity rates it had at the
height of the Celtic Tiger period. This was falling even before
2008, as the real economy began to dry up; and even now, the
pro itability of Ireland has not returned to 2005 rates.
At the height of the crisis, Ireland had an unemployment
rate of 14 percent. This however, whilst being lower than,
say, Spain’s horri ic unemployment rate, is slightly distorted.
Ireland has historically been able to export population in
times of crisis: to nearby Britain, or the United States, Canada
or Australia (due to historic connections), as well as the wider
EU.
The chart below, released by the Irish Statistical Of ice
last April, shows net emigration in Ireland over the past ten
years. The advent of the crisis clearly shows the switch away
from net immigration to emigration, and around 45 percent
of those leaving
the country are
Irish nationals.
It represents an
average rate of
about 70,000
leaving per year.
As
unemployment
falls to 8.8 percent
today, people
are returning.
This rate of
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unemployment, though, remains relatively high, and is the rate
at what could well be the top of the current economic cycle
(for example, the unemployment rate in the UK is about 5
percent).
Further, there may be distortions in the of•icial •igures:
‘an additional 22.8% of the working age population are
‘inactive’, arising from disability or illness, care duties,
full-time education, full-time parenting or early retirement.
In order to sign on to the Live Register, a person has to be
available for full-time employment, an eligibility criterion that
discriminates against those who cannot be available full-time,
particularly women.’ That’s about 120,000 people who might
want to work but aren’t counted. (www.tasc.ie/download/
pdf/tasc_cherishing_all_equally_web.pdf).
Even those who are working aren’t bene•itting. As the Irish
Times noted last year (16 February), ‘a third of all income [is]
concentrated in the hands of the top 10 percent of earners.
When taxes and bene•its are taken into account, though, this is
just about the European average. Further, ‘Estimates of wealth
distribution give the Top 10% between 42% and 58% of all
wealth, and the Top 1% between 10% and 27% of all wealth.’
As demonstrated by the below graph (from the same
website):

Wealth
distribu!on in
Ireland by decile

Es!mate of wealth distribu!on in Ireland, based on 2014 Credit
Suisse study, showing how much wealth is owned by the top 1
percent

So, for the vast majority of the Irish, they do not own
Ireland, nor
Ireland’s wealth.
They are not invited
to share in growth
in good times, and
they are politely
shown the door in
bad times. That is
what independence
has meant for the
workers of Ireland.
What it means
for the top dogs in
the country is that
they have been able
to shop around
for patronage. No
longer tied to the
capital of John Bull
next door, they can
become the clients
of European and
American capital
instead. The Tiger
economies were
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known for their crony capitalism, and Ireland has had its
fair share of that. Charles Haughey was legendarily corrupt
when in of•ice in the 1980s, Bertie Ahern (who was Taoiseach
throughout most of the Celtic Tiger years) eventually fell due
to revelations of brown-paper enveloped ‘dig out’ funds. The
Mahon Tribunal found that he was not alone, and numerous
public of•icials and councillors had been engaging in corrupt
practices.
Legitimate business people are largely bene•itting from
foreign capital in•lows. As Paul Sweeney noted in the Irish
Times (16 January): ‘[The Irish] State is highly interventionist
and spends between €4.7 billion and €6.2 billion a year
supporting enterprise (half to agribusiness and farmers
under the European Union). The equivalent of 5,200 fulltime public servants supports such •irms. Foreign •irms play
a key role in all small, open economies, but here their role is
disproportionate because we do not have enough successful
indigenous •irms of scale.’
It’s worth noting that, according to the CIA World Fact book,
agriculture in Ireland makes up about 1.6 percent of economic
activity, so its share of state aid represents a hang-over of the
status of farm and land owning in the Irish Republic.
Independence has not bene•itted the working class
of Ireland. It has not freed them from wage slavery. It has
not freed them from exploitation and inequality. The Irish
economy is not run on behalf of the people who live in
Ireland, but on behalf of the owners of capital. For all the state
intervention, it is still subject to the anarchy of production and
the vagaries of the market.
In the good times Ireland’s wealth grows based on the work
of its citizens, most of which is stolen from them. When the
market turns sour, they are shown the door, or robbed some
more to balance the books.
Ireland is enmeshed in a worldwide capitalist system,
and only by joining a general struggle to emancipate the
working class of the whole world, and turn the planet into the
common property of humanity will people in Ireland liberate
themselves.
PIK SMEET

Annual celebra!on of the rising in Dublin
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The S!ckies
and the Provos

We examine a key division within Irish na!onalism which reﬂected
tensions between those who asserted the primacy of ‘na!on’ and those
who ended up seeking to priori!se ‘class’.

A

signi•icant feature of those who situate themselves
in the anti-establishment tradition of any country is
their attitude to nationalism and imperialism. While
reformist politicians of the Labour and Social Democrat
varieties tend to identify with their own ruling class and
seek to work with them to ameliorate the worst aspects
of capitalism, those further to the left often seek alliances
(even if just at a conceptual, ideological level) with the ruling
classes of other countries. This is often done on the basis
that an enemy of an enemy must be a friend. It is the reason
why much of the left in Britain has been sympathetic to Irish
nationalism and why Irish nationalists have repeatedly sought
support from almost anyone hostile to the British state.
Behind this viewpoint often lies the concept of imperialism.
This comes in various guises, though the most common
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conception is the idea that big powerful countries exploit
smaller, weaker ones and that this is a fundamental feature
of the way capitalism works. Some, such as Lenin, took this
concept to its logical conclusion by arguing that sections of
the working class in the stronger countries have shared in the
fruits of the exploitation of all those in the weaker countries
(creating a so-called ‘aristocracy of labour’).
One of the key divisions among people calling themselves
revolutionaries has been around this issue. And in the
countries deemed to be small, weaker and under the
subjugation of a power like the British Empire, this has
in•luenced the thinking and methods of those who wished to
create a different type of society. Some have taken the view
that the priority must be to •ight a battle against the ruling
class of the dominant country as they are construed as being
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the main enemy. Others have been more mindful that in
attempting to overthrow the ruling class of a ‘foreign’ empire
it is possible to merely install a domestic ruling class instead,
leaving capitalism and its attendant problems intact.
This has been one of the most signi•icant, historic divisions
in the Irish republican movement for decades, though these
days it receives relatively little attention (including from leftwing organisations and commentators in Britain).

The Troubles
In the late 1960s, when much of the developed world was
impacted by waves of radical protest, and impelled by the
events of May 1968 in Paris, a split developed among Irish
republicans. It re•lected a division between those who thought
nationhood was more important than class interest, and
vice versa. It was expressed very clearly at the time in this
statement by the youth wing of Sinn Fein (Na Fianna Eireann):
‘The doctrine of Karl Marx is contrary to the Fianna
teaching. It is contrary to the Fianna declaration which states –
I pledge my allegiance to God and the Irish Republic. Marx also
stated that the workingman has no country. We of the Fianna
for the most part
are the sons of
workers but we
have a country
and we love it
very dearly. We
can in no way be
associated with
International
Socialism’
(Irish News,
24th December,
1970).
Exactly
what part of
the country
these young
Tomos Mac Giolla, President of Sinn Fein during republicans
‘The Troubles’
owned (in truth,
little if anything)
was part of the problem identi•ied by those on the other side
of the debate. Whether republicans in Northern Ireland or the
Southern Republic, these were people who took the contrary
view that they had more in common with their fellow workers
in the pro-British loyalist community than they did with the
owners and controllers of capital on either side of the Irish
border. In some ways, the ideas of this group were ill-formed
and sometimes even contradictory but they were struggling
towards a position where in answer to the question ‘which is
more important – nation or class?’ they answered ‘class’.
During the so-called ‘Troubles’ in Northern Ireland from
1969, the division between these two groups of republicans
was to become almost as poisonous as the division between
Protestants and Catholics (or more accurately UK nationalists
and Irish nationalists). It was so severe that it led to a
fundamental split in both Sinn Fein and its paramilitary wing,
the Irish Republican Army (IRA). This division was between
the ‘pro-communist’ group that held many of the leadership
positions in these organizations at the time, around Cathal
Goulding, Chief of Staff of the IRA, and Tomos Mac Giolla,
President of Sinn Fein – and those who opposed them. Though
mainly Dublin-based, the leadership had considerable support
in parts of the Republic and pockets of support in the North
too, including republican strongholds in Belfast such as the
Lower Falls and the Markets, some of the border counties
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and parts of Derry including the Bogside. Because of their
leadership positions within the movement they became
known in the press as the ‘Of•icial’ IRA.
Those who criticised their ‘communism’ and irreligion,
placing emphasis on the nationalist, sectarian struggle against
the British state and their loyalist ‘stooges’ instead, emerged
as a new, Provisional IRA – the ‘Provos’. Cathal Goulding
labelled them blackshirts in balaclavas. Indeed, many of the
Of•icials believed the Provos had been funded by elements
in the then Irish government around Minster of Finance –
and later Taoiseach – Charles Haughey, who wanted to see
‘communists’ removed from the IRA leadership (even if a later
court case failed to prove this conclusively).
Sectarianism
Over time, the Provos (who set up their own political party,
Provisional Sinn Fein) became the majority within the
movement – and the main reason for this was a very practical
one. In a period when many Northern Irish Catholics felt
themselves to be not only discriminated against but also
terrorized by the British state and the Protestant mobs
whipped up by demagogues such as Ian Paisley, the traditional
IRA was seen to have failed. The epithet ‘I Ran Away’ was
levelled at the Of•icials, and the Provos were often seen as
being more proactive defenders of Catholic communities,
while taunting the ‘Marxist’ Of•icials with the nickname
‘the Stickies’ after the new, adhesive lily they adopted when
commemorating the Easter Rising.
In reality, the situation was more complicated than the
stereotyping might suggest – some young Provos, attracted by
romantic notions of the armed struggle, also had pronounced
left-wing sympathies (including both Gerry Adams and Martin
McGuiness). Meanwhile the Of•icials were often involved
in bloody battles against the security services, loyalist
paramilitaries and the Provos.
What was clear, though, over time, was the trajectory of
the Of•icials away from traditional, Irish nationalist politics
and the armed struggle to achieve a united Ireland. Indeed,
in 1972 they became the •irst paramilitary organisation to
declare a cease•ire. Catholic priests in Derry declared that
as representatives of international communism the Of•icials
were not welcome there, while ‘better dead than red’ graf•iti
was painted on walls in the Bogside by the Provos. For their
part, the Of•icials declared that they were not a Catholic
organisation and emphasized the need to win over loyalist
workers to the cause of socialism (even if what they meant
by this usually amounted to vague aspirations common on
the radical left towards what would effectively be state-run
capitalism, and a penchant for left-wing icons of the time such
as Che Guevara).
Other elements emerged that became hostile to the Provos
and Of•icials alike, adopting a mix of hardline Irish nationalism
with Leninism. Most notably, this led to the foundation of the
Irish Republican Socialist Party (IRSP) and its paramilitary
wing, the Irish National Liberation Army (INLA). This was
effectively another breakaway from the Of•icials by those
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unhappy with their lack of proactive military engagement.
It became an especially violent and sectarian organisation
under the leadership of Seamus Costello and infamously blew
up Tory politician Airey Neave. The INLA initially attracted
tacit support from independent MP Bernadette Devlin who
was to claim ‘the Provos are concentrating on getting rid
of the British in a military campaign without any policy on
the class war, and the Of•icials now have no policy on the
national question . . . We will agitate on both the national and
class issues’ (Irish Times, 14 December, 1974). But the INLA
was prone to feuds – both internal and external – and while
Costello had at one time been Director of Operations for the
Of•icial IRA under Cathal Goulding, he was almost certainly
murdered by them in 1977.
Of more lasting signi•icance was that the differing positions
of the Provos and Of•icials was re•lected in their attitudes
when incarcerated in prison, typically at the time in Long Kesh
and the Crumlin Road jail. The Provos refused to mix with
Protestant prisoners and demanded political segregation – the
Of•icials saw the opportunity to speak politically to fellow

Na Fianna Eireann

workers who had come from the other side of the religious
divide, including in Open University seminars. It was here
that contact was made with loyalist paramilitary leaders
such as Gusty Spence of the Ulster Volunteer Force (UVF). A
secret meeting in Dublin between the Of•icial IRA and UVF
paramilitary leaderships followed in 1974 and while obvious
differences remained, it was clear that a certain strand of
Ulster Loyalism had some sympathy with positions taken by
the Of•icials and their general approach to politics. In 1981
Gusty Spence publicly announced his conversion to what he
called ‘socialism’ and – perhaps bizarrely – his nephew was
arrested for membership of the Of•icial IRA. This type of shift
within a particular current of Protestant politics was later
to be re•lected in the emergence of the political wing of the
UVF, the Progressive Unionist Party under David Ervine. This
developed a political position that appeared in some respects
to be non-sectarian and with an economic programme that
was unashamedly leftist.

Workers’ Party
In 1977 the Of•icial’s political organisation renamed itself Sinn
Fein – the Workers’ Party, later to become just the Workers’
Party. Once again in distinction to the traditional IRA/Sinn
Fein nationalist position, they were prepared to not only
stand in elections either side of the border, but to take their
seats too. This meant abandoning the policy of so-called
‘abstentionism’ which refused to recognise the legitimacy of
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either the British state in the six county Northern Ireland, or
the ‘incomplete’ 26 county Republic in the South.
Thus began a long march towards a form of political
respectability, and long before Provisional Sinn Fein began
to make a similar journey. It was a journey though that
wasn’t without trauma and led to a familiar leftist split in
the 1990s when a ‘reformist’ faction around Workers’ Party
Irish MP and MEP Proinsias De Rossa ended up forming the
Democratic Left. This then drifted into the Irish Labour Party
in 1998, though only after having formed a ‘Rainbow Coalition’
government with Fine Gael and the Labour Party •irst.
This left the hardline rump of the Workers’ Party to soldier
on around veterans Mac Giolla, Sean Garland and Seamus
Lynch – ‘soldier on’ being the operative phrase. For while the
Of•icial IRA had gone on conditional cease•ire in 1972, it had
never entirely gone away or ceased activity. Though of•icially
denied, overwhelming evidence suggests that this particular
strand of republicanism had long organised itself into ‘Group
A’, which was the political wing called the Workers’ Party, and
‘Group B’ which was the remnants of the Of•icial IRA. The
latter was mainly charged with protection of members and
fundraising activities that were somewhat unorthodox. These
notably included bank robberies, as their leftist politics was
not to the liking of traditional republican fundraisers in the US
who had helped bankroll the Provos.
Perhaps most bizarrely of all, in 2009 WP leader Sean
Garland was arrested in Dublin by the Garda with subsequent
(unsuccessful) attempts to extradite him to the US that made
him an ageing cause celèbre for leftists and celebrities alike.
The charge from the US Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice
was that he had – through contacts in North Korea –helped
create vast quantities of high-quality counterfeit US dollars.
This was allegedly an attempt to both fundraise for the cause
and undermine capitalism from within at the same time.
Coincidentally, it was at this point that the Independent
International Commission on Decommissioning of weapons
in Northern Ireland con•irmed that ‘Group B’ armaments,
including weapons used forty years previously, had •inally
been put beyond use.
So effectively ended a story partly tragic and partly comic.
The WP does still exist (standing candidates in the 2015 UK
General Election in Belfast) but is a shadow of its former
self. It is a fascinating case study of the tensions between
nationalism and class-based politics, and which nevertheless
had a major, if partly hidden, wider in•luence including on its
old adversaries the Provos. For they – under the leadership
of Adams and McGuiness – ended up adopting many of its
political positions (and allegedly even one or two high pro•ile
bank robberies) when decades before the Provos had all but
attempted to wipe them out as traitors to their cause.
Books such as Inside the IRA by Andrew Sanders are
worth reading for those interested in learning more about
their political tradition and position within Irish republican
politics, though The Lost Revolution: The Story of the Of icial
IRA and the Workers’ Party by Brian Hanley and Scott Millar is
indispensable – a veritable tour de force about this historical
political curio. Partly hard-headed pragmatists who realised
they had more in common with their fellow workers than with
their bosses, and partly romantic rebels with naïve attitudes
towards the rebellions and revolutions of the past, their
history is one from which many lessons can be drawn – and
not all of them in the way they intended.
DAP
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Summer School
22nd - 24th July 2016
Fircro$ College, Birmingham
Money ﬂows through every aspect of society, and therefore
aﬀects every aspect of our lives. What possessions we have, the
eﬃciency of the services we use, and how we are supposed to
value ourselves are all shaped by the money system.
We’re encouraged to think of the economy in much the same
way as we think about the weather – something changeable,
but always there. When the climate is ‘good’, life feels brighter.
When the climate is ‘bad’, we huddle down un!l we can ride out
the storm. Although we’ll always have the weather, the economy

The face of capitalism
‘I FIND it terrible that we allow
companies to behave like this’, an
unnamed Tory minister told Times
columnist, Rachel Sylvester (26 January)
commen!ng on the Google tax row. ‘It
gives capitalism a bad name’. It’s the
‘unacceptable face of capitalism’ all over
again (as if capitalism had an acceptable
one).
But those in charge of Google and
other corpora!ons opera!ng in many
diﬀerent countries did nothing against
either the economic logic or the legal
code of capitalism. Capitalism’s economic
logic is to maximise the ‘self-expansion
of capital’, i.e., to make as much proﬁt
as possible to invest as more capital, and
it is the legal duty of those in charge of
inves!ng other people’s money to ensure
that the investors get the maximum
return on their investment.
So why the complaints from supporters
of capitalism? They come from two
sources. From those who support
capitalism generally and from other
capitalist ﬁrms.
Capitalism in Britain exists in the
context of poli!cal democracy, which
means that poli!cal par!es openly
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doesn’t have to be permanent.
Our weekend of talks and discussion looks at the role of money
in our society. In what ways does money aﬀect how we think
and behave? How does the economy really func!on? How did
money come to be such a dominant force? We also look forward
to a moneyless socialist society, which will be – in more than one
sense of the word – free.
Full residen!al cost (including accommoda!on and meals
Friday evening to Sunday a$ernoon) is £100. The concessionary
rate is £50. Day visitors are welcome, but please book in advance.
To book a place, send a cheque (payable to the Socialist Party
of Great Britain) to Summer School, Su'on Farm, Aldborough,
Boroughbridge, York, YO51 9ER, or book online through the QR
code or at h'p://spgb.net/summerschool2016. E-mail enquiries
to spgbschool@yahoo.co.uk

suppor!ng capitalism have to be able
to command a wide degree of popular
support. The Tory Party, which in Britain
is the party of Big Business and the rich,
cannot just baldly proclaim that it exists
to act in the interest of the few before
everyone else’s. They have to convince
people that capitalism is in the general
interest. This is why the Tory minister was
worried about the behaviour of certain
capitalist ﬁrms giving capitalism a bad
name. As are pro-capitalist journalists
such as Sylvester who headlined her
ar!cle ‘Tax-lite companies are a cancer
in capitalism.’ So, the argument is
advanced that such behaviour is not
rou!ne for capitalism but ‘irresponsible’,
‘unacceptable’ and even ‘unethical’ (as
if capitalism has anything to do with
ethics).
The capitalist groups which complain
about Google’s behaviour are those
who feel that, due to Google’s tax
dodging, they are having to bear a
dispropor!onate share of the burden
of taxa!on imposed to maintain the
capitalist state machine. The less Google
and the others pay, the more the rest
have to. Basically, it’s UK-established
ﬁrms versus overseas-established ones.
Another Tory minister, Business Secretary
Sajid Javid, well expressed the ﬁrst
group’s complaint:
‘I speak with thousands of companies –
small, medium-sized as well as of course
large companies – and there is a sense of

injus!ce with what they see. They do
look at this and they say: “Look, I don’t
operate all these mul!ple jurisdic!ons
around the world. I can’t shi$ proﬁts
around. What about me? Where’s the
level playing ﬁeld?” ‘ (Daily Telegraph, 31
January).
Tory backbencher David Davies spoke
up for them too, or at least for the
smaller ﬁrms among them, when he told
Sylvester:
‘It gives big companies an advantage
over smaller ones – that’s not capitalism,
in fact it’s an!-capitalism.’
It’s not ‘an!-capitalism’ of course. Big
companies always have the advantage
under modern capitalism. As Marx
pointed out, there’s a built-in tendency
under capitalism towards bigger ﬁrms
as these are necessary to control
the ever larger and more produc!ve
instruments of produc!on in which, in
search of greater proﬁts, new capital is
accumulated.
It is true, though, that the burden of
taxa!on can be distributed diﬀerently
among the diﬀerent sec!ons of the
capitalist class. This in fact is what the
argument here is really about – how
much each sec!on of the capitalist class
should pay towards the upkeep of their
state. It’s a purely intra-capitalist dispute
of no concern to the majority class of
wage and salary workers which we don’t
need to be drawn into by taking sides.
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The Golden
Swill Bucket
Awards
‘ADVERTISING IS the ra!ling
of a s"ck inside a swill bucket’
wrote George Orwell in Keep
The Aspidistra Flying. In the
seventy years since then, adver"sers have found ever-more
sophis"cated s"cks and swill buckets to grab our a!en"on.
The slogans which Orwell sa"rised look twee compared with
today’s barrage of commercials jumping out at us from websites,
billboards, newspapers, magazines, and at ﬁ$een minute
intervals during the dross we watch on telly. From the girl in the
Flake advert to the Go Compare opera singer, TV commercials
remain the most striking, even in our world of targeted online
ads. However annoying, manipula"ve or oﬀensive the ra!ling is,
what’s important
is how much it
gets no"ced and
talked about.
They say there’s
no such thing as
bad publicity, so
even a men"on
in the Socialist
Standard might
count as a small
win for the ad
agencies. In
honour of this,
Proper Gander
presents the
Golden Swill
Bucket Awards for
excellence in TV
adver"sing.
The award for Most Rose-Tinted Depic"on Of Driving is a
"e between the ads for the Peugeot 208, the Inﬁni" Q30, the
Mercedes Benz A-Class, and no doubt a load of other topend cars. They glide silently through empty, shiny city streets,
driven by the kind of a!rac"ve, conﬁdent businessperson we’re
supposed to aspire to be. But if you fork out the £20,000+ for
one, you’ll s"ll end up stressed out in the same motorway traﬃc
jams and suburban rat-runs as anyone in a clapped-out secondhand Ford KA.
Bisto Best gravy granules win the award for the Most Brazen
A!empt To Manipulate Good Inten"ons. Their ‘Together Project’
campaign is an appeal for us to invite a lonely elderly neighbour
round for a Sunday roast dinner (as long as it involves gravy). Yes,
that’s a nice thing to do, but we could have a beef with Bisto’s
implied emo"onal blackmail. Why should we put any stock into
what a gravy company tells us?
The award for Most Crass Celebrity Endorsement goes to John
Cleese for
lowering
himself to
collaborate
with
Specsavers.
For years,
their adverts’
myopiabased
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misunderstandings
have been
desperately
trying to make
the phrase
‘should’ve gone to
Specsavers’ part
of the na"onal
lexicon. Having
apparently run
out of their own
ideas, they’ve
now turned to
regurgita"ng
other people’s. So
they’ve decided
to taint the
memory of that
scene in Fawlty
Towers when
Basil a!acks his
car with a branch
by remaking it
with Cleese as a
short-sighted older
version mistakenly
whacking a police
car instead of
his own. The
policemen inside
are surprisingly nonchalant, whereas in real life Basil would have
been tasered and restrained before falling down the stairs on his
way to the cells.
The award for Most Depressing Visual Metaphor goes to
Experian credit checking. A pretend-couple falling onto a se!ee
laughing isn’t the most original scene to include in an advert, but
the Experian couple’s laughter seems a bit deranged considering
that they’re cuddling an upholstered number represen"ng their
credit ra"ng. Having your life’s worth reduced to some digits isn’t
made more palatable by making them out of stripy fabric.
The award for Most Blatant Use Of Spin goes to the
government, who paint themselves as saviours of the working
class in their commercial for the Na"onal Living Wage. Parliament
doesn’t usually promote its law-changes on the gogglebox. We
didn’t see their decision to bomb Syria adver"sed with a glossy
campaign showing Tornado jets zooming towards their targets,
apart from the latest RAF recruitment drive. The Na"onal
Living Wage advert’s ‘step up’ slogan is illustrated by cleaners
and waitresses walking up stairs, telling us that from April, the
minimum wage rises by 50p to £7.20 an hour for workers aged
over 25. Rebranding the minimum wage as the ‘living wage’ is
presumably intended to side-step claims by the Living Wage
Founda"on that £7.85 an hour is the lowest for an ‘acceptable
standard of living’. And cuts to child and working tax credits will
undo some of the increase in income for many of those paid at
the new minimum. However the minimum wage is calculated and
adver"sed, it s"ll just represents a rate at which we get exploited.
It’s more like ge'ng stepped on than a step up.
Our ﬁnal award goes to First Direct bank for the Most SelfConsciously Wacky Campaign. Banking has suﬀered an image
problem since sky-high bonuses and bail-outs hit the headlines.
So what be!er way to rebrand a bank than with a monochrome
CGI duck-billed platypus with a northern accent? This platypus –
apparently called ‘Barry’ – hangs out with beat-boxing sparrows
and shops in second-hand record stores while he’s eulogising
First Direct bank. Barry likes ‘things a bit oﬀ-beat’, although
considering how hard he’s trying to be hip, he could have thought
of something more outré to promote than ﬁnancial services.
MIKE FOSTER
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Book Reviews
Founding myths
Who’s Afraid of the Easter Rising?
1916-2016. By James Heart ield and
Kevin Tooney. Zero Books, 2015,
£11.99.
Socialists will not
like this book,
because of its
relentless proIrish Republican
stance. Those who
took part in the
armed uprising in
Dublin at Easter in
1916 were, we are
told, ‘heroes’ and
‘freedom •ighters’
who fought for a ‘noble cause’. Certainly,
those prepared to die for their beliefs
deserve some respect, but what was the
‘noble’ cause? What was the ‘freedom’
they died for?
The rebels proclaimed an ‘Irish
Republic’ from the steps of the GPO. The
proclamation was a typical bourgeoisrevolutionary text. The freedom
and equality it invoked were merely
the same as those of the bourgeoisrevolutionaries who set up the •irst
French Republic in 1793 – freedom from
hereditary and alien rulers and equality
before the law and in the marketplace.
The aim was set up an independent,
capitalist Irish state. It had nothing to do
with socialism despite the participation
of the one-time revolutionary socialist
James Connolly; in fact, in participating
in it he could be said to have betrayed
the cause of the working class and
socialism.
The authors make another
extravagant, though less implausible,
claim for the uprising: that it was antiwar and anti-imperialist, ‘the •irst open
revolt against Europe’s warlords’, a key
event in bringing the First World War to
an end. Hardly, as it occurred relatively
early on in the war which continued
for a further two-and-a-half years. It
is true that, later, nationalists seeking
independence from the British Empire
did look back to it as an anti-imperialist
action to emulate. For the participants,
though, it was a simple pro-Irish revolt.
In describing it as ‘the founding act of
the Irish State’, Heart•ield and Rooney
are going along with the Irish State’s
myth of its own origin. A much more
historically accurate candidate for this
would be the decision of the Sinn Fein
MPs elected to the House of Commons in
the 1918 UK general election not to take
up their seats but to meet on their own
in January 1919 as the parliament of an
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independent state.
In any event, both were
insurrectionary acts, and Heart•ield
and Rooney derive much fun from
pointing to the embarrassment of the
present ruling class in Ireland who are
clearly ashamed of the insurrectionary
origin of their state. A large part of the
book is taken up with arguing against
the views of the ‘revisionist’ school of
modern Irish history which says that
the uprising was unnecessary and even
harmful as, after the War, Home Rule
and eventually an independent Irish
state would have come about peacefully,
harmful because it enshrined the gun
into Irish politics.
We can agree with the revisionist
historians that the myth of the Easter
Rising needs debunking. The Irish
Republican tradition has been harmful
and anti-working class but then so has
Unionism. However, those who argue
that a peaceful transition to Home Rule
and an independent state was likely
had it not been for the Easter Rising
are assuming that the Unionists in the
North would have accepted this without
resorting to violence (as they had done
before the war, introducing more guns
into politics than the Nationalists).
After all, Ireland was then of strategic
importance to the British Empire, and
the established industrial capitalists of
the North had a vital economic interest
in not being cut off from their fellow

The GPO where the ‘Irish
Republic’ was proclaimed

British capitalists behind the tariffs
walls of an economically backward Irish
state.
In any event, irrespective of how it
came into being, an independent Irish
state was of no interest or bene•it to the
working class there.
There are a couple of mistakes about
names. the Randolph Churchill who
played the ‘Orange card’ in 1886 was
not a Sir but a Lord (the son of a duke,
and Winston’s father). The Con Lyhane
mentioned as helping Tom Jackson’s
anti-war activity in Leeds is surely
Con Lehane; both incidentally founder
members of the SPGB who later went off
the rails.
ALB

Education questions
Slavoj Zizek. A Zizekian Gaze at
Education. By Tony Wall and David
Perrin. Springer. 2015.
A recent review
in the Socialist
Standard of
a book on
the nature of
democracy
in advanced
capitalist society
pointed out the
hollowness of the
voting process,
used as it is to
con•irm and consolidate the status quo,
compared to the much more varied
and meaningful use it could be put to
in a society organised differently. The
same can surely be said of the education
system under capitalism whose main
purpose is not to spread knowledge
and understanding for its own sake but
to impart to its ‘consumers’ the ‘skills’
necessary to carry out functions in
the market system when their formal
education is over and at the same time
to habituate them to the ‘normality’ of
that system, making it unlikely they will
look beyond it for alternatives forms of
social organisation.
This is something clearly articulated
by Wall and Perrin in their book on the
Slovenian left-wing social commentator
and philosopher, Slavoj Žižek. In the
last 20-odd years Zizek has produced
numerous works in which he seeks
to analyse the workings of modern
capitalism and in particular how it
shapes the psyche of all those who
live under it. As this book points out,
some have seen Zizek as an intellectual
charlatan, ‘an empty vessel making
much philosophical noise’, but Wall
and Perrin, while making it clear that
Zizek ‘rarely speaks about education
directly’, •ind his broader insights into
capitalist society suf•iciently stimulating
to apply them to the education system
they themselves work in. In doing
so, they go on a discursive tour that
takes in situationism, the autodidactic
educational tradition, and attempts at
alternative education like A S Neill’s
Summerhill School.
They point out how the ‘familiarity
breeds consent’ processes Zizek
emphasises are, in the area of education
as in others, both subtle and allencompassing so that ‘we carry on
regardless, even if we have been trained
to question our own assumptions and
engage in critical re•lection – we are
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readily duped and tricked and “being
critical” can even lead to the concepts
we are seeking to dismantle taking an
even tighter grip on us’. Here we have an
excellent description of how acceptance
of the increasingly rigid processes
of capitalist education envelop both
Slavoj Žižek

teachers and students. Some of course
do see through it, but attempts to
pursue a different path within that
system are most likely to result in
estrangement, in weary resignation or,
as the authors put it, ‘acting as if’ (e.g.as
if ‘dumbing-down were not taking
place or Ofsted inspections in schools
or research assessment exercises
in universities really were crucially
important), because of our need to •it
in, or even because our job may depend
on it.
The •inal chapter of this book, the
•irst attempt to apply Zizek’s ideas

to education, is entitled ‘Now What
Might We Do’. But the writers seem to
recognise that the amount that can be
done within the framework in which
they operate as educators is extremely
limited. They quote approvingly Zizek’s
statements that ‘one should analyse
the capitalist system as a totality of
interdependent links’ and that ‘you can
think beyond capitalism and liberal
democracy as the ultimate framework
of our lives’. They recognise that the
subject they are dealing with ‘goes
beyond education departments and
their policies, and it even goes beyond
nation states’. But just as it is dif•icult
to •ind in Zizek’s writings a clearly
articulated view of what we might
replace the current social set-up with
and how that can be done, so Wall and
Perrin too, perhaps inevitably given the
subject of their study, limit themselves
to offering what they call ‘glimpses into
navigating differently’ and conclude by
stating that ‘while Zizek may have been
asking the questions, it is up to us both
to provide the answers and act on them’.
HOWARD MOSS

Party News:
Elec!on ac!vity

factories, in dreadful conditions and
with little leisure time; some of the
clothes they produce are for big Western
corporations.
Perhaps the most appalling is ritual
sex slavery, by which girls are ‘dedicated
to a goddess’ as a Jogini, serving in
a temple and then raped by a local
power-holder when they reach puberty.
After that they are available for sexual
purposes to any man. Up to 80,000

women and children are enslaved as
Jogini. Like child labour, this is illegal,
but it still continues.
Behind all this of course are the
poverty and despair of so many Indian
families, the pro•it demands of big
companies, and the ignorance and
hypocrisy of religion.
PB

The Socialist Party will be standing
in the 5 May elec!ons to the
Welsh Assembly and the Greater
London Assembly. In London we
will be contes!ng 3 of the 14 supercons!tuencies and in Wales Swansea
West.
In all, over a million electors will have
the chance to vote for a socialist society
based on the common ownership
and democra!c control of the means
of produc!on with distribu!on on
the basis of ‘from each according to
ability, to each according to need’,
and against present-day, capitalist
society of minority class ownership
and produc!on for proﬁt which all the
other candidates will be standing for in
one form or another.
The elec!on campaigns are being
organised locally. If you want to help
out at street stalls and/or in distribu!ng
leaﬂets door-to-door or at sta!ons
contact the local branch (see page 8 for
details).
London North East: North London
branch.
London South West: West London
branch.
Lambeth & Southwark: Head Oﬃce.
Swansea West: Swansea branch.

Exhibi!on Review

‘Broken
Lives’
The International Slavery Museum
in Liverpool (housed in the Maritime
Museum) is hosting a display on slavery
in modern India. Most of the enslaved
are Dalits, which means ‘broken,
crushed, oppressed’; the former term
‘untouchables’ is objectionable. The
exhibition, which mainly consists of
factual information plus extremely
moving case studies and interviews, is
produced in partnership with the Dalit
Freedom Network (www.dfn.org.uk).
There are perhaps fourteen million
people in ‘modern slavery’ in India,
which means one person in a hundred
and constitutes 40 percent of the world’s
slaves. Indian slavery often applies to
children, and can mean everything from
bonded labour (paying off their parents’
debts) to sex traf•icking and domestic
servitude. Boys and girls as young as •ive
may be forced into child beggar gangs,
or set to work in brick kilns. Under the
Sumangali scheme, girls work in textile
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50 Years Ago
The Elec!on: WHAT
IS AT STAKE
ON MARCH 31st the electorate
will once again go to the polls
and perform the act which
Socialists consider is of
crucial importance to the way in which society is
organised ― they will vote. Like other elec"ons in
the past, this one will generate its own groundless
op"mism. Once again, the illusion will be fostered
that here is a fresh opportunity at last to solve the
problems which have been a burden for so long. In
spite of the enduring failure of all varie"es of poli"cal
par"es to overcome such problems as war, poverty and
the general chaos that is a constant feature of Capitalism, the
Labour and Tory par"es will go blandly into this elec"on as if
the experiences of the past had never occurred.
Once again, there will be the cheap traﬃc in promises. Once
again, there will be the contrived diﬀerences between par"es
who are united in their defence of Capitalism. Once again, there
will be the complete failure to face up to the reali"es of life in

1966. Once again, the poli"cs of personali"es, gimmickry and
opportunism will take precedence over a serious understanding
of the diﬃcul"es bese%ng society.
The records of both the Labour and Tory par"es make
a mockery of their claim to be the instruments of social
improvement. The past policies of both these par"es are
an indictment which no amount of hollow phrasemongering can overcome. For all their talk of
progress and modernisa"on, their ideas and
ac"ons are imprisoned by the limita"ons ot
the status quo ― that is ―Capitalist society.
What is at stake in this elec"on? What is it
that the electorate by vo"ng Labour, Tory or
Liberal will endorse?
Whatever spurious disagreements will
engage the Heaths and the Wilsons during
this elec"on, in fact they have a great deal
in common. Socialists talk about the means of
produc"on and by this we mean all the instruments
and technical know-how that man has developed for the
purpose of producing wealth, from hand tools to nuclear
power sta"ons. All reformist poli"cians agree that these means
of produc"on should con"nue to be monopolised by a small
privileged sec"on of the popula"on.
(from Socialist Standard, March 1966)

ACTION

REPLAY
Life in the Fast Lane
MARIA TERESA de Fillipis has died at the
age of 89. She was the ﬁrst woman to
drive in Formula 1 and competed against
such giants as Giuseppe Farina, Alberto
Ascari and serial Grand Prix winner Juan
Manuel Fangio, the sport’s ﬁrst three
world champions.
She was regarded as an independent
and some"mes bloody-minded character.
Born in Naples in 1926, her early years
were marked by a passion for horse
riding. Her conversion to four wheels
arose a'er her brothers challenged her
to prove she could drive a car as well as
she could ride a horse. Aged just 22,
Maria made her ﬁrst racing debut in
the 1948 Salerno Cavi dei Tirreni,
where she ﬁnished second overall
in a Fiat 500. In 1954 she contested
the Italian Sportscar Championship
and ﬁnished second overall and was
invited to drive for Masera". In
1958, she was entered for
the Monaco GP but failed to
qualify. Graham Hill, one of
her opponents and future
world champion, ﬁnished
15th. Undaunted, Maria
qualiﬁed for the Belgian GP and
ﬁnished 10th.
Recalling the names of her male
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compe"tors such as Fangio, Moss and
Behra, she remarked ‘in the end the
car was important. But the racer was
more important than they are today. I
loved this period because I loved to race
these guys.’ Racing against them, Maria
realised she had no fear. A'er one of the
races, Fangio came up to her and said,
‘Maria Teresa, you race too hard. You do
more than you can.’
During this "me, Maria Teresa had
grown close to French driver Jean
Behra, who had assembled a hybrid
racer based on a Porsche design, for
her to race in 1959. Behra was sacked
by Ferrari for assaul"ng team manager
Romolo Taverni, leaving him without a
ride. Maria insisted that Jean drive the
car instead of her and didn’t a*end the
race. Later listening to the radio
she heard that Behra was dead.
Immediately, she decided to
stop racing, realising that too
many of her friends had gone.
De Filippis re"red to raise a
family. Later she visited grand
prix paddocks around the
world with her husband
Theo, who ran the
Interna"onal Club of
Former F1 Grand Prix
Drivers.
KEVIN

Socialist Party Publica"ons
The Right to be Lazy
By Paul Lafargue

A reprint of Marx’s son-in-law’s classic
text. Makes the clear point that any
imaginary right to work under capitalism is
just a wage slave’s ‘right’ to be exploited.
To order this or any other publica"on
from the list below, complete the order
form on page 8 and send it to the freepost
address.
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Mee!ngs
For full details of all our mee!ngs and events see our Meetup site: h"p://www.meetup.com/The-Socialist-Party-of-Great-Britain/
London
Sunday 6th March 2016, 3.00 p.m
‘Char!sm, working class poli!cs and
leadership’. Speaker: Colin Skelly.
Socialist Party premises, 52 Clapham High
Street, London, SW4 7UN.
Yorkshire Regional Branch
Sunday 6 March 2016, 1.00 p.m.
Branch mee!ng (main agenda item will be
discussion of 2016 Conference Final Agenda)
The Victoria Hotel, 28 Great George Street,
Leeds, LS1 3DL.
Brighton Discussion Group
Tuesday 8 March 2016, 7.45 p.m. – 9.45 p.m.
Group discussion on “Thoughts on Religion
and Socialism” Venue: Pelham Room (ﬁrst
ﬂoor – li$ available), The Brighthelm Centre,
North Road, Brighton, BN1 1YD.
Manchester Branch
Tuesday 8 March 2016, 8.30pm.
Branch mee!ng (main agenda item will be

discussion of 2016 Conference Final Agenda)
The Unicorn, 26 Church Street, Manchester,
M4 1PW
East Anglian Regional Branch
Saturday 12 March 2016, 2.00. – 4.00 p.m.
Branch mee!ng – Business/discussion
The Reindeer Pub, 10 Dereham Road,
Norwich, NR2 4AY.
Kent and Sussex Regional Branch
Saturday 19 March 2016, from 12.00 Noon
Canterbury Street Stall. Parade pedestrian
precinct.
Annual Conference
Friday 25 March 2016, 10.30 a.m. – 5.00 p.m.
The Socialist Party’s premises, 52 Clapham
High Street, London, SW4 7UN.
Saturday 26 March 2016, 10.30 a.m. – 5.00
pm. Socialist Party premises, 52 Clapham
High Street, London, SW4 7UN

Declaration of Principles
This declara•on is the basis of our
organisa•on and, because it is also an
important historical document da•ng
from the forma•on of the party in 1904,
its original language has been retained.

Object
The establishment of a system of society
based upon the common ownership
and democra!c control of the means
and instruments for producing and
distribu!ng wealth by and in the interest
of the whole community.
Declara!on of Principles
The Socialist Party of Great Britain holds
1. That society as at present cons!tuted is
based upon the ownership of the means
of living (i.e. land, factories, railways, etc.)
by the capitalist or master class, and the
consequent enslavement of the working
class, by whose labour alone wealth is
produced.
2. That in society, therefore, there is an
antagonism of interests, manifes!ng itself
as a class struggle between those who
possess but do not produce and those
who produce but do not possess.
3. That this antagonism can be abolished
only by the emancipa!on of the working
class from the domina!on of the master
class, by the conversion into the common
property of society of the means of
produc!on and distribu!on, and their
democra!c control by the whole people.
4. That as in the order of social evolu!on
the working class is the last class to
achieve its freedom, the emancipa!on
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of the working class will involve the
emancipa!on of all mankind, without
dis!nc!on of race or sex.
5. That this emancipa!on must be the
work of the working class itself.
6. That as the machinery of government,
including the armed forces of the na!on,
exists only to conserve the monopoly
by the capitalist class of the wealth
taken from the workers, the working
class must organize consciously and
poli!cally for the conquest of the powers
of government, na!onal and local, in
order that this machinery, including
these forces, may be converted from an
instrument of oppression into the agent
of emancipa!on and the overthrow of
privilege, aristocra!c and plutocra!c.
7. That as all poli!cal par!es are but
the expression of class interests, and
as the interest of the working class is
diametrically opposed to the interests of
all sec!ons of the master class, the party
seeking working class emancipa!on must
be hos!le to every other party.
8. The Socialist Party of Great Britain,
therefore, enters the ﬁeld of poli!cal
ac!on determined to wage war against
all other poli!cal par!es, whether alleged
labour or avowedly capitalist, and calls
upon the members of the working class
of this country to muster under its banner
to the end that a speedy termina!on may
be wrought to the system which deprives
them of the fruits of their labour, and
that poverty may give place to comfort,
privilege to equality, and slavery to
freedom.

Kent and Sussex Regional Branch
Saturday 16 April 2016, from 12.00 Noon
Canterbury Street Stall. Parade pedestrian
precinct.
London
Sunday, 24th April. 3.00 p.m.
THE 1916 DUBLIN EASTER RISING
A talk by guest speaker Dr Ivan Gibbons,
Programme Director in Irish Studies at St
Mary’s University, Twickenham and a Director
of Hammersmith Irish Cultural Centre
Socialist Party premises, 52 Clapham High
Street, London, SW4 7UN.
Yorkshire Regional Branch
Saturday 30th April, 1.00 p.m.
Debate: “How can we oppose the Trade
Union Bill?” Speakers:
Tosh McDonald: (Na!onal President ASLEF
and Labour Party member)
Bill Mar!n (Socialist Party)
The Brewery Tap, 7 Young Street, Doncaster,
DN1 3EL
An illustrated tour of the remains of East
Germany
Sunday 3 April 2016, 3.00 p.m.
Speaker: Keith Scholey
The Socialist Party’s premises, 52 Clapham
High Street, London, SW4 7UN.
EC Mee!ng
Saturday 5 March, Socialist Party’s premises,
52 Clapham High Street, London, SW4 7UN.
Correspondence should be sent to the General Secretary. All ar!cles, le%ers and no!ces
should be sent to the Editorial Commi%ee.

Folkestone area Discussion Group
If there is anyone interested in the
forma!on of a Discussion Group in the
Folkestone area, contact: spgb.ksrb@
worldsocialism.org or phone: 07971
715569
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No joke - the ﬁrst English transla"on of the Communist
Manifesto, by Helen McFarlane in 1850, began - ‘A frigh#ul
hobgoblin stalks throughout Europe’.

A frigh!ul hobgoblin is stalking US
colleges and universi"es
‘The Communist Manifesto is ranked
among the top three most popular
assigned readings in American college
and university classes, according to the
Open Syllabus Project (OSP). Karl Marx
himself is the most assigned economist
in higher educa!on courses ... One of the
reasons Marx and Engels’s pamphlet may
be so popular nearly 170 years a"er its
publica!on is that it can be used to study a
wide variety of subjects, including history,
economics, social theory, and poli!cs.
It is also arguably the most inﬂuen!al
work of the twen!eth century, inspiring
several uprisings, a number of communist
revolu!ons, and the forma!on of both the
Soviet Union and the People’s Republic of
China among other governments’ (inquistr.
com, 1 February). Supporters of the status
quo can relax: the spectre haun!ng colleges
is not that of communism but, at worst,
social democracy, as espoused by Bernie
Sanders. Marx and Engels, by contrast,
wanted something rather diﬀerent: ‘in
place of the old bourgeois society, with
its classes and class antagonisms, we shall
have an associa!on in which the free
development of each is the condi!on for
the free development of all’ (Communist
Manifesto, 1848). Nothing like this exists, or
has existed. The old lie about Russia being
socialist or communist (Marx and Engels
used the terms interchangeably) – and
later, China, Cuba, Venezuela, etc – was
iden!ﬁed remarkably early: in the August
1918 edi!on of this very journal.
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Workers of the world
wake up!
1865: ‘Instead of the
conserva!ve mo&o, A
fair day’s wage for a fair
day’s work, we must
inscribe on our banner
the revolu!onary
watchword, Aboli!on of
the wage system’ (Marx,
Value, Price, and Proﬁt).
1928: ‘Earning a wage
is a prison occupa!on’
(Wages, DH Lawrence).
1965: Workers s!ll
‘don’t realise that they
can abolish the wages
system’ (Socialist
Standard).
2016: ‘Gov. Andrew
Cuomo’s proposal to
gradually increase
the state’s minimum
wage to $15 an hour
is supported by twothirds of New Yorkers,
according to a new Siena
College poll’ (syracuse.
com, 1 February).

Vice-president Marx?
‘Some Americans seem to be disconnected
with historical reality, as a number of
Hillary Clinton supporters signed a mock
pe!!on to approve 19th century socialist
philosopher Karl Marx as her choice for
vice-president if she’s elected president’ (rt.
com, 2 February). Socialists do not agreee
with everything Marx said, even less ac!ons
carried out in his name or that of socialism/
communism by groups or states – which
would have him repea!ng in his grave the
declara!on ‘one thing’s for sure – I’m not a
Marxist! – but star!ng with a clean slate,
without misconcep!ons, can be viewed in
a posi!ve light. Emancipa!on à la Marx is
‘the self-conscious, independent movement
of the immense majority in the interest of
the immense majority’, without leaders,
presidents – vice or otherwise.

Flint, Michigan

Danger! Capitalism at work
Residents of Flint, a city in the US state
of Michigan, have suﬀered greatly of
late: cost-cu*ng has resulted in drinking
water containing toxic levels of lead whilst
clean water goes to Nestle. Legionnaires’
Disease is on the rise as is poverty. Flint
also has a per capita violent crime rate
seven !mes higher than the na!onal
average. Inves!ga!ons are underway, but
some members of our class, in a refreshing
display of unity and concern, have already
taken ac!on: ‘more than 300 union
plumbers from all over Michigan ﬂooded
Flint to install free ﬁlters for residents ...
Local plumbers with United Associa!on
Local 370 in Flint have been going doorto-door making sure that faucets are
ﬁlter-ready since October... And last
weekend, they got a boost from hundreds
of union volunteers’ (huﬃngtonpost.
com, 2 February). Sadly, local ac!on is not
enough as across America 535,000 children
ages 1 through 5 suﬀer lead poisoning, by
Centers for Disease Control and Preven!on
es!mates, and, of course, this ‘problem’
exists worldwide.

Lead water pipe

Cultural poison
Lead poisoning such as that of water in Flint or from paint and petrol is an old ‘problem’ of
modern capitalism which will end along with many others when a worldwide majority of us
act to bring about socialism. The end of pre-history will also see the yoke of many barbaric
cultural prac!ces li"ed, such as that of female genital mu!la!on which, according to a new
study, ‘at least 200 million people in 30 countries have experienced ‘ (!me.com, 5 February).
This par!cular tradi!on of long dead genera!ons is a nightmare for its living vic!ms. Other
poisonous cultural relics include forced marriage, child brides, non-evidence based medicine,
cock and dog ﬁgh!ng.
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